Date: August 17, 2021
Attendees: Pat Duke, Denise Glascock, Amy Davidson, Merry P, Candice Henkin, Kim La Croix,
Adam Peterson, Jessica Duke, Rod Cook, Peg King, Sophia, Lennie Bjornsen, Donalda
Dodson, Adam Freer, Darcee Kilsdonk, Denise Swanson, Seth Lyon, Jennifer Foglesong, Amy
Corbett, Olga Salinas, Dani Stamm Thomas, Brett Walker
Notes:
Pat retiring-congratulations
Barratt (application for Governance)- brief discussion
Jennifer-Question about children on IFSP. EL Hub will work on gathering information and
sharing information with CESD ECSE in order to determine staffing needs. JF stated that many
of the children were identified after enrollment (6) 28/61 total. Higher due to HS not having
in-person classes. One assistant per class from CESD.
Amy Corbett-they will offer both in person and virtual services
Lennie- asked parents if they would prefer in person or virtual
Darcee: starting on September 13th, full-in person, HV virtual or outdoor HV for EHS and
Healthy Families
Kim La Croix: mainly virtual but outdoor, in-home vax for clients-lots of resistance $50 for each
shot incentive, school district clinics. Projected Vax 5->late Sept/Oct 2-> Jan 2022
Dani: breastfeeding classes were successful. Eng-7 Sp-3. Nutrition class on Thursday 42ppl
Barratt Miller-introduction and Q & A
How to build EL systems? Clackamas County is a little harder than Crook County because the
collaboration between multiple cities and county is more difficult
Vote for Barratt to join GC: Darcee made a motion and Donalda seconded. All in favor
Next month nominees:
Sarah Snow CESD EI/ECSE Coordinator
Brian Fuentes Business Partner
Denise Swanson:
Sector Plan update- expansion PP RFA this fall, current sector plan and making minor changes,
working with HS and their data, priority populations, Hub work expansion, PP slots-January
2022

Grant Oct 1st- focus on community planning & theory of change. Working to get a long term sub
grant. Shared measurement ->Raise up Oregon. Scheduling for updating Raise Up Oregon-no
real timeline. Alyssa Shaderly director of ELD, Chief of Staff (new), Budget in place, ERDC to be
moved. Can invite a legislator to a future meeting.
Planning: DK Coordinated enrollment-enrollment has been a struggle, coordination of
enrollment needs work, group will meet monthly-shared goal, universal app, Hub to work on
website to support all ELL programs, immediate support-concern about PP children who are
categorically eligible for HS. Group was committed and passionate for the group. 4 C’s and
HSTS both offered to financially support the hiring of a facilitator to guide the group in this
process.
Peg: Having just one place to send families to enroll would be fantastic and something health
care providers could help with at the well visits for kids. Also, perhaps Help Me Grow could help
with this - helping to mask the complexity for families as well as for clinicians!
JF: Qualified for two years with no IP last year-does impact numbers. How could PP programs
“refer” a current child to HS?
DK: Importance and support of the FV offer. Comprehensive services.
Amy: FRC’s are available but caseloads are full.
JD: One app would be great. HS info is always shared. Family choice. Prioritize what can we do
to coordinate and how to advocate to funders to allow for collaboration
DK: HS/Hub outcomes. Hub’s prioritizing child enrollment into certain programs. Denise
Swanson can research this. Coordination about follow up. Referral does not allow for follow up.
Hub does not complete enrollment. Confusion over terminology. ELD uses the same
terminology for different actions. Glossary of terms.
DG: conversation and warm handoff used to happen-we need to get back to the
“conversations”, bandwidth, capacity to support, parent choice
AC: Are FRC’s giving information about all programs?
Lennie- Importance of knowing about and ability to describe programs: HS, PP, Gladstone
teaching classroom
BW: 33/222 were categorized as homeless. HS is not for everyone. Family to be well informed
about services & supports.

JF: HS and ERDC. Transport to childcare. Collaborate with each other to make programs work
for families
MP: Families can be bombarded by too much info, provide some funnel to limit stress and
helpguide family
DS: Marion & Polk county...FREE preschool, Preschool Rocks...then Coordinated Enrollment to
provide info about all programs
DST: One app will allow you to connect with all services (not just preschool)
KL: Help Me Grow/Connect Oregon. Information sharing needed. Kim to work with Dani to
create a info session next month (Brendon Bassett from Health Share to come in Sept to
discuss ConnectOregon and Help Me Grow).
Lennie: Is CCRR with 211
DST: CCRR is still at CESD
BW: How can we include CCRR with Coordinated Enrollment. 211 to refer to childcare-so far
removed. CCRR is much more informed-ERDC. Where does the state stand?
DS: Stronger requirement for Hub to work directly with CCRR’s, childcare supply, expansion,
coordinated enrollment, coaching with providers etc.
AC: multiple databases...do programs join every database under the umbrella
PK: they have started with WIC, Help Me Grow to connect to multiple->MFS->Wic etc…
Kl: Working on referral process, avoidance duplicate work, regional (three county), working on
accepting referrals first
Coordinated Enrollment Group to include: HS, EL Hub,
KL: Collective Impact-virtual

